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THE COMMON CHURCH IS TOO BIG 
Immediately when I make a statement like “The common

church is too big,” many readers will exclaim, “That cannot be
true! A bigger church is more likely to survive in today’s economic
climate. And, a bigger church can have more resources, time,
and talent to make a bigger impact.”

“Yours may be a COMMON CHURCH if . . .”
(SELF-SCORING—Check all that apply)

! Your church is well-known for its
weekend worship services.

! Your church is not meeting its
budget.

! Your nominating committee has
exhausted its circle of friends.

! You convinced your aunt to 
volunteer for the church council
because she is the only person you
know who hasn’t been on it yet.

! Your church is known for engaging
preaching.

! Your church musicians are more
highly regarded than your Sunday
school teachers.

! If you had a dire need, you would
probably call the pastor first.

! Your pastor starts looking up 
Old Testament Scriptures when
someone says, “I’ve got a new
idea!”

! Your church is known for its
attractive building and/or children’s
programs.

! Twenty percent of your attendees
seem to be doing 80 percent of 
the work.

! Some of the people you know
best at church are those who sit
near you.

! Planning for weekend services
takes 20 percent or more of your
church staff’s weekly time.

! You attend church but don’t know
many people well.

! Your closest friends attend
another church.



Those protestations are right. In my own consulting work, I
have estimated that a church today needs to average about 175
adult attendees in weekend worship for it to have the resources
to offer the level of ministry that people expect today. Yet, many
churches today are smaller than this. Some estimates are that the
average church in North America has only around seventy-five
adult attendees each weekend.1

And so, if the common church in America is less than half the
size needed for sustainability, why would I recommend that
churches get smaller? The key is focus. Where are today’s churches
focused? Are they focused on distinction and bigness? Or are they
focused on intimacy and personal closeness? And are both foci
possible? We will see shortly that both foci are possible, but first
let’s look at the attraction of bigness.

THE LURE OF BIG
Churches today are often focused on growing big. Some

wonder if this occurred because the church growth movement
seemed to emphasize bigness. Yet, if you look at the principles
of church growth you will not find the culprit there, for the
movement’s founder emphasized it is not about big, but it’s about
effectiveness in making disciples.2 Still, regardless of the rea-
sons, the influence of large megachurches has resulted in many
smaller congregations trying to copy the megachurch’s attractive
worship, programs, and facilities. 

The problem is that most churches cannot (and should not)
try to copy the attractive model of large mega-congregations.3 If
the American Religious Identification Survey is right and the
median size for a church is seventy-five attendees,4 then most
churches are too small to muster the level of quality and service
needed to grow with an “attractiveness” strategy. Many pastors,
with dreams of mega impact, push their small congregations too
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hard toward attractive tactics when their church is really just too
small to have the resources to compete.

Granted, some small churches can succeed with an attrac-
tiveness strategy, but most will not. An attractiveness strategy
is not rooted in Jesus’ example,5 nor in case study research.6

And researchers have found that an attractiveness strategy tends
to create consumers, audiences, and church shoppers.7

THE CURE OF SMALL
We will see shortly that the cure for the common church,

regardless of the church’s size, is not an attraction strategy, but
to become smaller. To become smaller means that a church
increasingly focuses on the health of its small, intimate fellow-
ship structures. And it begins by a church becoming small in its
focus, structure, leaders, and emphasis.

But does an emphasis upon getting smaller make a church
more healthy? I believe it does, for it is in small, intimate gath-
erings where most growth in Christian faith and maturity can
take place. Let me explain. 

Most people understand that according to Jesus’ Great Com-
mission (Matt. 28:19), a church’s focus should be about spiritual
growth and maturity, not about size, prestige, or status (more on
this in the next chapter). And if growth in spiritual maturity is our
goal, where is the best venue for that spiritual growth to be nur-
tured? Does spiritual maturity naturally flow out of the anonymity
and detachment created in a large church event?8 I have observed
that it is difficult for spiritual growth to take place in large gather-
ings because questions are uncommon if not impractical, and per-
sonal dialogue about spiritual struggles is out of place.

Or perhaps it is in intimate, personal relationships that dis-
cipleship occurs. Leroy Eims in The Lost Art of Disciplemaking
stated it well:
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The ministry is to be carried on by people, not programs.
It is to be carried out by someone and not by some thing.
Disciples cannot be mass produced. We cannot drop people
into a “program” and see disciples emerge at the end of a
production line. It takes time to make disciples. It takes
individual, personal attention. It takes hours of prayer for
them. It takes patience and understanding to teach them
how to get into the Word of God for themselves, how to
feed and nourish their souls, and by the power of the Holy
Spirit how to apply the Word to their lives. And it takes
being an example to them of all of the above.9

Thus the best locale may be a small group of Christians help-
ing one another deal with the struggles of their faith. Small fel-
lowship groups have historically been the intimate environments
where people can share their spiritual questions, religious doubts,
pains, and aspirations. These compassionate environments allow
people with problems to be more forthcoming and candid. To
better understand the power of small to foster disciple-making,
let’s look at a few biblical and historical examples.

THE BIBLE AND SMALL FELLOWSHIP GROUPS
The most familiar small group in the Bible is Jesus’ twelve

disciples.10 Jesus drew twelve followers closely to himself, train-
ing them for a mission that would one day surge across the
Roman Empire and beyond (Matt. 4:18–22; Mark 3:13–19; Luke
6:13). In fact, in Jesus’ time, synagogues were often small, and
it was permissible to launch them with as few as ten men.11 Jesus
also utilized groups of seventy-two (Luke 10:1), but it was in his
ongoing small fellowship of twelve disciples where Jesus
addressed their most intimate and personal questions, problems,
and needs. In this small group setting Jesus:
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• Answered their questions about theology, history, and
the future (Matt. 24:1–3);

• Modeled for his disciples healing and prayer; then
gave them the power to go out and do likewise (Matt.
10:5–10); and

• Rebuked his disciples’ wayward attitudes and ideas
(Luke 16:13).

Finally, Hebrews 10:24–25 reminds us to “consider how we
may spur one another on toward love and good deeds. Let us not
give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but
let us encourage one another—and all the more as you see the Day
approaching.” Many people use these verses to urge attendance at
weekend church services, and this could certainly be one applica-
tion. But the admonition here is to “spur one another on toward
love and good deeds . . . encourage one another,” which can hap-
pen at weekend church services, but in my observations is not
likely. These verses apply even better to small group settings
where spurring “one another on toward love and good deeds” and
encouraging one another can more readily be accomplished.

JOHN WESLEY’S USE OF SMALL GROUPS12

One of history’s most remarkable spiritual renewals took
place when an unassuming Anglican pastor named John Wesley
took his message outside the stately confines of English churches
and into the streets. The message was so widely received that the
teeming throngs of new converts began to overload the system. 

In response, Wesley designed a system of small groups he
called “class meetings” to help new converts begin the disciple-
ship process. Not only did he require attendance in these small
groups, but he also did not allow followers to attend the larger
“society meetings” (similar to our weekend worship services) if
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they had not already attended their weekly small group. This would
be akin to requiring congregants today to attend a small group dur-
ing the week or they would not be allowed to attend weekend wor-
ship service. Think of how that might drive up small group
attendance! One Cambridge University researcher declared, “The
secret of the Methodist movement was its small groups.”13

TODAY’S SMALL GROUP RENAISSANCE
Beginning in the early 1970s, the discipleship power of small

groups led some Christians to make small groups their rallying cry.
America started to notice the impact of small groups when the
largest church in the world, a congregation in Seoul, South Korea,
credited its phenomenal growth to its emphasis upon small groups.14

In North America, one of the first
books to describe the power of small
groups in a mainline church was by
Presbyterian pastor Ray Stedman, who
emphasized small groups as the disci-
pleship hub of a “body life” church.16

Many mainline churches were highly
influenced by Stedman’s approach, and small groups became a fash-
ionable program within mainline congregations. Soon afterward the
Vineyard churches, which combined an emphasis on small groups
with charismatic expressions, ushering many Pentecostal and charis-
matic congregations into the small group movement.17 Some
churches called this small group emphasis “cell churches” because
small groups should grow and divide like the human cell.18 Other
churches have used varied names for these small groups, including:

• Face-to-Face Groups (Lyle Schaller19)
• Heart-to-Heart Groups (Kent Hunter20)
• Kinship Circles (C. Peter Wagner21)
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Rainer declared, “New 
Christians who immediately

became active in a small group
are five times more likely to

remain in the church five years
later than those who were active

in worship services alone.”15



• Life Cells (Eddie Gibbs22)
• Growth Groups (Larry Osborne23, Nelson Searcy, and Kerrick

Thomas24)
• Community Groups (Andy Stanley and Bill Willits25)

Such small groups have been shown to be the glue that helps
people stick with a Christian community. In his book Surprising
Insights from the Unchurched, Thom Rainer declared, “New
Christians who immediately became active [in a small group]
were five times more likely to remain in the church five years
later than those who were active in worship services alone.”26

And writer and pastor Larry Osborne calls a church with a
healthy small group network a “sticky church,” because congre-
gants stick together and to the congregation.27

SMALL GROUP BACKLASH:  “I’M NOT GETTING
SMALLER; I’M BACKING AWAY FROM YOU”

When any new church strategy comes along, there are always
those proponents who push too forcefully with a result that many
become alienated to the new idea. In fact, researchers have dis-
covered that pushing too strongly without building consensus
usually dooms church change.28 The small group emphasis is no
exception. Because new ideas are often helpful, desperate church
leaders grasping at anything to save a dying church will often
move too quickly toward adapting a small group structure without
first building consensus. 

Other tactics that create backlash to small groups include past
experiences with divisiveness of small groups and not recognizing
that many congregants already attend some sort of small group,
which means they don’t have time for another one. 

Appendix 3.A describes typical small group errors and how to
overcome them. If you have experienced disunity, inward focus,
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not enough good small group
leaders, or any other failure at
implementing a small group
structure, this appendix may
have the key.

LARGE AND SMALL GROUPS ARE NEEDED 
Large gatherings have the clout and witnesses to create an

area-wide or demographic-wide impact. And a large church has
greater survivability because it has more resources to draw on.29

Still, earlier we saw that small groups are the venues in which spir-
itual questioning, accountability, intimacy, and spiritual growth
take place, both in biblical times and today. Let’s look at figure
3.1 to see why small and large gatherings are both needed.

Figure 3.1: Strengths of Small and Large Church Groups
Small groups of four to twenty 
people can:

Groups of twenty-one or more 
people can:

Cultivate intimacy
• A person can raise questions that

might bring ridicule among those
who don’t know the person well.

• A person can feel one is known 
as a whole person, and thus one’s
problems are put in perspective.

Cultivate anonymity
• People can learn about delicate 

topics without having to reveal their
own opinions or doubts.

• People can anonymously explore a
church to see if it is right for them.

Cultivate acceptance of struggles
• Religious doubts can be discussed.
• Personal problems can be shared.

Cultivate perception of agreement
• Power is apparent in unity.
• Influence is a byproduct of size.

Cultivate personal impact
• Counsel can be customized for 

personal difficulties.
• Because counsel is customized, it

may be taken more seriously.
• Accountability is strong, because

intimacy fosters observation.

Cultivate community impact
• Moralizing on community or cultural

problems will get noticed.
• A large church can be a moral 

compass for a community.30

Cultivate interpersonal commitment 
• Because members see the benefits,

they are staunchly loyal to their
small groups.

• They will give their time, talents,
and treasures if their groups think
something is a good idea.

Cultivate organizational commitment
• Because members see the needs 

of the organization, they are 
moderately loyal to the church.

• They will give their time, talents,
and treasures if the church leader
can convince them it is a good idea.

continued
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WHY SMALL IS IMPORTANT 
Based on figure 3.1, which is needed—small or large?31 Both!

But I believe the advantages of small (in the left column) remind
us that healthy small groups are a critical organizational feature
of any size church that wants to fulfill the Great Commission and
make disciples. And for influence and survivability, I hope many
small churches will become larger, while retaining a healthy,
growing smallness via their small groups. And I hope large
churches will get smaller too, not in size but in emphasis. Such
congregations are uncommon churches, fostering the advantages
of both columns in figure 3.1.

A CAVEAT
There is a caveat here. I have found that if you don’t make

small groups your focus, then showiness, razzle-dazzle, and

Figure 3.1: Strengths of Small and Large Church Groups continued

Small groups of four to twenty 
people can:

Groups of twenty-one or more 
people can:

Cultivate volunteers
• Needs are basic and local, so 

that everyone helps out, leading 
to expansion of volunteerism.

• Novices are given a chance to 
volunteer under the direct oversight
of the group.

Cultivate professionals
• Needs are more sophisticated, 

and professionals are hired.
• Experienced volunteers are preferred

over novices, resulting in leaders
with longer histories of experience.

Cultivate local ministry
• Small groups can custom-tailor 

ministry to their local context, 
offering specialized ministry in 
local neighborhoods.

• Small groups can stay connected 
to those they serve over a longer
period of time.

Cultivate area- or demographic-wide
ministry
• The large church can meet sizable

community or demographic needs,
such as the needs of large groups
of immigrants. 

• A sizable church can be mobilized
for disaster relief, etc., and make a
bigger impact.

Cultivate low-cost experimentation
• Small groups can easily experiment,

changing their approach often and
quickly.

• Small groups can create alternatives
that are low-cost and volunteer-
driven.

Cultivate proficiency
• Large groups can put the money

and person power behind ideas 
and make them better.

• Large groups can promote, 
publish, and distribute information
about their ideas.
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flashy bigness will overshadow the intimacy and companionship
that the less flashy small groups provide. Unfortunately, many
growing churches over time focus less on their small groups and
become large churches with weak small group infrastructures.32

And so, unless a church works hard at emphasizing its small
groups more than it emphasizes its bigness, the church will lapse
into a big-group emphasis and small groups will be sidetracked
as just another program. 

Thus, because both large and small groups are needed (but
small groups may be needed more), are you small enough? By
this I mean, do your congregants see your church as primarily
focused on small groups, or do the big group gatherings com-
mand the most attention? If your answer is the latter (the focus
and energy of your church is primarily on church events), then
you need to “get small.”

HOW TO GET SMALL
It starts by asking yourselves, “Are we are small enough?” As

I noted above, I’m not talking about just being a small congrega-
tion. I’m talking about any size church that has at its core a healthy
network of small, intimate, mutually accountable fellowship
groups. Figure 3.2 is a self-test to see if your church is small
enough.

You may have found that you are small enough. But most
churches find they are not. Anytime there is a significant group
of congregants who are not yet connected to a small, mutually
supportive fellowship group, your church is not small enough.
Now that we’ve looked at the why for small, let’s go to chapter 4
and read about the how.
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Figure 3.2: Are You Small Enough? (Check all that apply)

Small Enough Too Big
! We have a staff person in charge

of small groups.
! The planning for weekend services

takes over 20 percent of the staff’s
weekly time.

! Our Sunday school and/or small
group attendance is more than 
50 percent of your weekend 
worship attendance.33

! Fifty percent or more of our paid
staff has their primarily responsibly
at weekend services.

! Our small groups regularly 
go outside their group setting 
to serve others.

! People in our community know 
our church primarily for its 
worship, preaching, or facility.34

! People in our community know 
our church primarily for its small
groups.

! Twenty percent of our attendees
seem to do eighty percent of 
the work.

! The largest group of volunteers 
in our church is our small group
leader.

! The friends of people in our
church primarily sit around them
in the worship services.

! When people talk about why they
attend our church, they usually
mention their small group (Sunday
school, Bible study, or other group).

! When people talk about why they
were attracted to our church, they
primarily mention the worship, 
the preaching, a program, the
staff, or the facility.

! When asked what they do at the
church, most people say, “I support
it through my small group.”

! When asked what they do at 
the church, most people say, 
“I support it with my prayers 
and attendance.”

! Spiritual growth is a primary focus
of our church.

! Church finances are a worrisome
issue at our church.

! When something needs to be 
communicated, the leadership team
tells the small group supervisors,
who in turn tell the small group
leaders who then inform the small
groups.

! Communication in our church is 
an ongoing problem.

! Newcomers often say they started
attending a small group regularly,
before they started attending the
church worship services regularly.

! A lot of newcomers seem to leave
the church about eighteen months
after their first visit.

Total: _____________ 

If the left column has the most checkmarks, it may indicate 
your church is small enough.

Total: _____________ 
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HOW DOES A CHURCH | 4
GROW S.M.A.L.L.?

For those who skipped directly to this chapter, in chapter 3
we learned that small groups: 

1. Are the biblical environment where spiritual growth takes
place;

2. Are the historical environment where spiritual growth takes
place;

3. Are needed along with large groups; 
4. Are easily eclipsed by bigness; 
5. Need to be the focal point if you are to create balance;

and 
6. Foster intimacy, connectivity, and accountability, which

have more impact upon making disciples than bigness.1

Growing smaller means ushering a church into a new, central
focus on small groups that are not cliquish but reach out to those
inside and outside of a group. So how is this accomplished? The



answer is in five cures, where the first letter of each cure spells
S.M.A.L.L.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SUNDAY SCHOOLS
It had been only six months since Larry had taken over the

senior pastor role at Eastlake Church. He had come from several
successful pastorates where he planted thriving churches, so few
people expected any problems when he took on this large sub-
urban church of six hundred in worship attendance. But I had
sensed a potential for conflict and was not completely taken
aback when I received a late night call from Larry.

“Bob, you’ve got to fly down here this weekend,” Larry began
with a note of urgency. 

“That’s short notice,” I replied. 
“Well, if you don’t, I won’t be here much longer,” continued

Larry. “The board has called for a vote of confidence. This has never
happened to me in the churches I planted. If you can come down
here and help me sort this out, I think I can survive their vote.”

And survive Larry did. However, it was not easy. What I
found when I arrived at Eastlake Church was that the leaders
were upset over the new small group program that Pastor Larry
had begun to implement.

“At the churches I planted, they liked the small groups we had
on Sunday night,” recalled Larry. “People got connected to each
other and a lot of growth took place in those Sunday evening Life
Groups. Some met at the church, some in homes, and some at
other times during the week. That is how we grew, and that is
why Eastlake leaders wanted me here.”

And Larry was right. The churches he planted had grown
remarkably fast because of a central emphasis upon discipleship
in small groups. And now Larry brought this passion for Sunday
evening small groups to Eastlake. From the pulpit, Larry had
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weekly extolled the virtues of small Sunday evening groups,
admonishing everyone to attend one. The plan of getting people
into small groups was laudable; the execution was not.

For almost fifty years, adult Sunday schools had been East-
lake’s focus. “When Larry arrived we had about seven hundred
adults in Sunday schools and six hundred adults in worship,”
remembered a board member. This is not uncommon in Baptist
churches where Sunday school attendance often outpaces worship
attendance. Subsequently, most Eastlake attendees had their
small groups; they just called them Sunday schools.

Larry however, had planted several youthful churches. “Because
the under-thirty crowd have Sunday evenings free, we got everyone
into Sunday evening small groups,” Larry recalled. So when he
came to Eastlake, he tried the same strategy there. “I see now how
I blew it,” stated Larry. “I told Eastlake congregants they must
come back Sunday evening and be part of our Life Groups, or they
weren’t going to grow in Christ. I see why they got angry. I didn’t
realize they already had small groups in their Sunday schools.”

“So why not call your Sunday evening Life Groups ‘Sunday
evening Sunday schools?’” I suggested. “This church sees the
power of small groups in their adult Sunday school experience.
Usually in this circumstance, they can see the value of Sunday
schools at other times, especially for people who can’t make it
on Sunday mornings.”

Larry followed this advice and added some creative elements
of his own. Soon, in addition to a Sunday evening Sunday
school, Eastlake had a Wednesday evening Sunday school. The
names seemed a bit awkward, but the congregation did not seem
to mind. The Sunday school program created community and
intimacy in this large congregation. Within eighteen months,
Eastlake had more than nine hundred adults attending one of its
three Sunday school options.
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As a result, Larry discovered that small groups already
existed at Eastlake. “I’m glad I stuck with an emphasis on small
groups,” recalled Larry. “But we built on the foundation of small
groups the church already had.”

2 FOR THE COMMON CHURCH = GROW S.M.A.L.L.
In this cure, as well as in all of the cures in this book, the pre-

scriptions spell out the name of the cure. Here the cure is
S.M.A.L.L., where each letter represents:

• S: Survey your small groups.
• M: Missionalize all small groups.
• A: Add more small groups.
• L: Lead small groups.
• L: Locate your focus in small groups.

S = SURVEY YOUR SMALL GROUPS

A Comprehensive Definition of Small Groups 

There are many ways to define a small group. When you ask
most people, they will identify a small group as a home fellow-
ship group like those made popular by the small group movement
and exemplified by the body-life churches, vineyard churches,
and alpha groups.2

2
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But small groups in churches are more than just home-fellowship
groups, because any small group of individuals that is meeting
semi-regularly and growing in closeness is technically a small
group. Therefore, all of the following church groups are types
of small groups:

• Sunday school classes;
• classes of any type (Bible, topical, and twelve-step programs);
• standing leadership committees;
• task groups (worship, program, project, ministry, and facility

upkeep); and
• fellowship groups (home groups, Bible studies, lunch groups,

alpha groups, and sports teams).

Therefore, to grow small, let’s begin with figure 4.1, a broad
definition that ensures you don’t overlook any of the small
groups you have already. 

With such a comprehensive definition, you can see that you
already have many small groups in your church. The key is to first
survey them, and then to apply
the remaining cures in this
chapter to help them refocus on
a biblical purpose.

Survey All Small Groups

Now that we have a working definition of small groups, the
next step is to use this definition to count them. Be careful not
to miss any, because if you do, you cannot help them refocus on
their purpose. Figure 4.2 will help you total them. But if you
have some small groups that have grown too large (twenty or
more people), it may be necessary to divide them into several
small groups. See appendix 4.A for ideas about how to create new
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Definition of a Small Group
Any regular gathering within a
church’s fellowship network, meeting
more than one time a month with
typically less than twenty attendees.3



smaller groups within groups
that have grown too big for inti-
macy and accountability.

Now use your definition
above with figure 4.2 to count
your small groups. Keep these
guidelines in mind:

• Count only adult small groups at this time (teenage and above).
While children need small groups such as Sunday schools, this
chart will look at how to expand and refocus your adult groups.

• List your small groups under the type of group that best
describes them. And even though some groups could fit under
several different types of small groups (for example, an adult
Sunday school class could also be a task group), list each small
group only under one type of small group. It is not as important
that each group fits into the ideal category as that all groups
are listed in figure 4.2 (use additional rows as needed).

Figure 4.2: Survey Your Small Groups
Name of small group Average size
Adult Sunday Schools and Other Classes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(Use additional pages as needed)

Standing Committees
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
(Use additional pages as needed) continued
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Are you surprised? Most churches are amazed by how many
small groups they already have. But as noted in the story of Eastlake
Church, this is why congregants often resist small group programs.
When people are already attending an informal small group, such
as a Bible study, Sunday school, committee, or sports team, they
will often resist the idea of joining another small group. 

Publicly Recognize All Small Groups

After surveying your small groups, publicly acknowledge that all
of these groups are small groups. People who already attend a small
group will be less likely to balk at launching a small group program,
because they understand their small group is already part of it.

Once you know where your small groups are and how they
are already teeming within your church, it’s time to move to the
next part of the prescription: to missionalize them.

Figure 4.2: Survey Your Small Groups  continued

Name of small group Average size
Task Groups (worship, program, project, ministry, facility upkeep)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
(Use additional pages as needed)

Prayer Groups
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
(Use additional pages as needed)

Fellowship Groups (home groups, Bible studies, lunch groups, 
alpha groups, sports teams)

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
(Use additional pages as needed)
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M = MISSIONALIZE ALL SMALL GROUPS

What Is This Talk about Missional?

The term missional is a recent expression that describes a church
where everyone is involved in reaching out to non-churchgoers and
churchgoers in order to better reconnect everyone to their loving
heavenly Father. Some have found eight patterns of a missional
church, stating that a missional church:4

1. Sees outreach to non-churchgoers as the responsibility of
every person in the church (not just a committee or the staff).

2. Is based upon biblical principles.
3. Takes risks to help the needy.
4. Lives in a loving and forgiving way that points the com-

munity toward a relationship with God and personal conversion.
5. Worships in way that even non-churchgoers sense God’s

presence. 
6. Depends on the Holy Spirit through prayer and anointing.
7. Points others toward reconnecting with a loving, heavenly

Father, not toward people, buildings, or programs.
8. Works together in harmony, though with different duties. 
These are missional patterns that almost any church would want

to embrace. But many people first react negatively toward the term
missional because it is new, and they do not fully know its meaning.
But the eight patterns of missional faithfulness are good behaviors
to strive for. And so, the term missional is helpful. I have defined

2
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it this way: A missional church seeks to work together with the
Holy Spirit to convey the good news that our heavenly Father
wants to restore fellowship with his wayward offspring.

Missionalizing Small Groups

A triangle can be a useful symbol to depict the three types of
growth that every small group must experience if it is to fulfill
the eight patterns.5 Missional small groups must be:

Growing UP— This means a small group is growing in its
connection to God through prayer, Bible
study, and the prophetic ministry of mature
leaders. The group is connecting upward 
to God, and he is responding with power,
passion, and purpose.

Growing IN— This indicates a small group is serving exist-
ing Christians and growing closer together
by praying for one another, encouraging one
another, and meeting one another’s needs.
Examples can include spiritually serving
people inside the church (such as praying for
them) or administratively serving people
inside the church (such as committee work).

Growing OUT— This reminds a small group that it must always
be growing in its service to non-churchgoers.

Figure 4.3 is a triangle with one leg leading
outward. This variation reminds us that a
healthy small group has three inter-reliant
functions that operate concurrently and that
this includes an outward focus too.
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Figure 4.3:
Missionalize Small
Groups by Requiring
UP-IN-OUT Ministry

IN
UP

OUT



UP-IN-OUT Balance 

The problem is that many small groups only focus on one or
two of the arrows and not all three. The result is imbalance. For
instance, church committees can spend an unbalanced amount
of time on IN tasks such as committee work, administration, and
organization directed toward meeting the needs of churchgoers.
Such tasks are important if the administrative duties of the
church are to be accomplished. Yet, all IN work without corre-
sponding UP (heavenward) and OUT (serving others outside the
church) work will result in a committee that is inward looking,
burned out, and focused on only meeting the needs of those
inside the congregation.

So the cure for the common church is to have its small groups
equally growing in all three areas. To balance these three areas
is what I call “missionalizing a small group,” or in other words,
groups that understand their participation in God’s mission
involves three duties: 

• UP-ward connection, 
• IN-ward ministry, and 
• OUT-ward service.

Therefore, to missionalize your small groups and make them
uncommonly healthy, you must analyze how well each group is
addressing UP-IN-OUT. Then brainstorm improvements that can
bring all three areas into balance. Use figure 4.4 as an evaluation
template. Make one for each small group.
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To conduct your evaluation (figure 4.4) of each small group,
do the following:

1. Fill out figure 4.4 for each small group.
2. Meet with the leaders of each group and ask for their input.

Add this to figure 4.4.
3. The small group leader and church leaders should agree on

column D.
4. Use the mutually agreed upon column D to check progress

in ninety days.

A = ADD MORE SMALL GROUPS
Over the years, there have been several ways to count how

many small groups a church needs. Most have suggested that
between 60 and 75 percent of a congregation’s churchgoers

Figure 4.4: Small Group Evaluation—Creating Missional Balance
(TEMPLATE: create this figure for each small group)

A. B. C. D.
Small group
name:

What is it doing to
grow in each area?

UP

IN

OUT

Which area(s) is
(are) weak?

What should be
done to improve
weak area(s), 
and when will 
this take place?

UP

OUT

UP

OUT

IN IN

2
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should be involved in small groups.6 After years of consulting
and helping churches missionalize their small groups, let me sug-
gest the following ratios.

Look at figure 4.6, and brainstorm with small group leaders
where more small groups can be added.

Figure 4.5: Percentage of Weekend Worship Attendance Involved in 
Small Groups

Healthy church: More than 60 percent involved in a
small group of some kind.

Marginal church: 20–59 percent involved in a small
group of some kind.

Ailing church: Less than 20 percent involved in a
small group of some kind.

Figure 4.6: Adding More Small Groups

Name of small group
Potential

Size

Who will lead it?
How often will it meet?

Who will oversee it?
Adult Sunday Schools

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(Use additional pages as needed)

Standing Committees
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
(Use additional pages as needed)

Task Groups
(worship, program, project, ministry, facility upkeep)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
(Use additional pages as needed) continued
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How to add small groups:
1. Total the middle column (the potential sizes of all additional

small groups).
2. Add this increase to the total number of attendees in small

groups from figure 4.2.
3. Compare this new small group attendance number with the

number of attendees you need to add to move to the next level
of small groups (in other words, from an ailing church to a mar-
ginal church, or from a marginal church to a healthy church).

4. Distribute this list to department heads and leaders who
might be potential small group leaders or supervisors. It is
important that you do not have any small groups that are lacking
some sort of oversight. This is necessary to promote unity, lead-
ership development, and discipleship of the small group leaders.

5. Agree with the person who will lead or supervise each
group what progress will be made toward starting the group over
the next ninety days.

Figure 4.6: Adding More Small Groups  continued

Name of small group
Potential

Size

Who will lead it?
How often will it meet?

Who will oversee it?
Fellowship Groups

(home groups, Bible studies, lunch groups, alpha groups, sports teams)

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
(Use additional pages as needed)

Prayer Groups
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
(Use additional pages as needed)

Increase
=
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6. Check back in ninety days.
7. Redraft figure 4.6 as needed, tracking small groups that are

successfully launched.
Once you have created a plan to add more small groups, you

must delve deeper into the leadership of these groups. It is
mature and effective leadership that will be key to maintaining
healthy small groups.

L = LEAD SMALL GROUPS
While most small groups will have a leader, the leadership

that is needed to oversee a network of small groups is often mar-
ginal if not missing. For small groups to maintain cohesiveness,
two types of leaders are required: (1) small group leaders; and
(2) supervisors who will mentor small group leaders; while link-
ing small groups together and to the organization.

Small Group Supervisors

Let’s look at the importance of small group supervisors first.7
Here are the six elements of effective small group oversight:8

1. The small group supervisor does exactly what the name
says: gives oversight, counsel, and mentorship to small group
leaders. 

2. The supervisor does not supervise individual members of
the group, but rather mentors the leaders of the small groups.9

2
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3. The small group supervisor provides leadership training and
development for the small group leaders under her or his care.10

4. The oversight process is depicted visually, such as in a flow
chart. Too often small group leaders have only a vague idea of
who they report to and how other small groups relate to theirs. 

5. Each supervisor oversees not more than ten small group
leaders. Many small group strategies fail because one person
tries to oversee a myriad of groups. Jesus gave us the example
of discipling twelve (Luke 6:12–16). And Jethro, Moses’ father-
in-law, reminded Moses that he should give direct oversight to
only ten people (Ex. 18:13–27). 

6. Taking into consideration Jethro’s principle means that a
church that has more than ten groups (and as we saw in figure
4.2, you probably do) will need a supervisor over the supervisors.
This supervisor of supervisors is often a staff-level small groups
pastor or discipleship pastor11 who directly oversees supervisors
of small group leaders. St. Thomas’ Church in Sheffield, England,
calls a grouping of ten small groups a cluster. The leader over ten
small groups is a cluster leader, and a leader over ten cluster leaders
is called a lay pastor.

Small Group Leaders Must Set the UP-IN-OUT Agenda

Usually small group leaders have a lot to do at a small group
meeting, but if care is not taken to address all three elements of a
healthy small group (UP-IN-OUT), then one or more of the ele-
ments will get overlooked. To combat the tendency to overlook
one or more of the UP-IN-OUT elements, the first thirty minutes
of every small group should include ten minutes each of UP, IN,
and OUT reflection. This emphasis is preserved by two elements:

1. Put a standing item on the agenda for every group that the
first thirty minutes of every meeting will include the UP-IN-
OUT reflection. See figure 4.2 for an example. 
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2. Use some of the discussion starters (questions) from figure
6.3 (in chapter 6) to draw out UP-IN-OUT reflection.

Small Groups Can Divide Their UP-IN-OUT Responsibilities

As we saw above, most small groups gravitate toward one or
two elements of UP-IN-OUT. To combat this, some churches
will utilize three (volunteer) leaders in every small group: 

• An UP leader helps the group focus on connection with
God in every meeting. This often may be a worship leader.

• An IN leader helps the group focus on one another’s needs.
This often is a prayer-oriented person.

• An OUT leader is one of the most important leaders of
such a group. It has been my experience that if an UP
leader and an IN leader are not available, an OUT leader
can help keep a small group connected UP and IN by
focusing on the needs of those outside the congregation. I
contend that if you have only one of the three leaders in a
small group, the OUT leader is the most important.

While this is beyond the volunteer power of smaller churches,
if you have a strong small group system, appendix 4.B describes
how to utilize UP, IN, and OUT leaders in every small group
within a church.

Once a church has surveyed its small groups, missionalized
them, added more groups, and is leading them with supervisors

and an UP-IN-OUT empha-
sis, the church must move on
to the last phase: locating the
focus of your church in dis-
cipleship through small
groups.
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L = LOCATE YOUR FOCUS IN SMALL GROUPS

Locate Small Groups as an Element of Mission and Vision Statements

Since large gatherings can create excitement and attention, they
often overshadow the key discipleship venue of small groups. To
combat this, leaders must ensure that the church’s emphasis on
small groups is highlighted noticeably in official statements.

One of the most important places to highlight your small
group focus is in a church’s mission, vision, and personality
statements.12 These statements usually include many central
and worthwhile characteristics of a church. But if a church is
going to disciple people, then small groups are going to be a
primary focus, and this emphasis must be highlighted in all
three statements.

Locate Newcomer Connection in Small Groups

Churches often have programs to reach out to newcomers.
Yet I have observed that the most successful programs focus on
getting newcomers into small groups.13

Too often churches laud features such as their impressive facil-
ities, music, and children’s programs in their newcomer 
literature and orientations. But really, newcomers are looking to
connect with people like themselves, people among whom they
can be authentic and open, sharing spiritual hurts and questions.
Therefore, newcomer ministries should seek to connect newcomers

2
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to a small group where these needs can be best addressed with
intimacy and adaptation.

But because existing small groups can quickly become
closed (or at least cold)14 to outsiders, the best tactic is to start
new groups for newcomers as soon as possible. In very small
congregations, a newcomers’ small group can be publicized and
then started once there are four or more newcomers showing
interest.

If a newcomer ministry does not have the connection of new-
comers to a small group as its central focus, then at best those
newcomers will become an audience, and at worst they will leave
the church. Remember, Thom Rainer found, “New Christians
who immediately became active [in a small group are] five times
more likely to remain in the church five years later than those
who were active in worship services alone.”15

The best approach is to locate small groups as the central
focus of your newcomer ministry by three actions:

1. Start new small groups comprised of newcomers if you
have a sufficient newcomer flow. Large churches (over five hun-
dred in adult weekend worship) can usually start a newcomers’
group every month. Larger churches can start them more fre-
quently, smaller ones less so. The key is to offer a newcomer
small group as soon as you have more than four newcomers
interested (not counting small group leaders).

2. Provide a clear, convenient path into a newcomer’s small
group. Try to have the newcomers’ small group as closely asso-
ciated in time and location to their visit time and location. For
instance, if newcomers primarily visit on Sunday mornings, then
offer a Sunday morning newcomers’ small group during your
Sunday school hour. Remember, the more distant in time and
location your newcomers’ small group is to the time and location
of their visit, the less likely newcomers are to attend.
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3. Promote small groups in all of your newcomer literature,
publicity, and gatherings.

Locate Sermon Teaching in Small Groups

A final aspect of locating small groups at the center of a con-
gregation’s life is to disseminate sermon lessons through your
small groups. Larry Osborne, pastor of North Coast Community
Church in Vista, California, has been an innovator in sermon-
based small groups.16 His key is to provide all small groups with
questions for study based on the previous week’s sermon. This
accomplishes three things:

1. Allows congregants who missed the weekend sermon to
catch up on what the rest of the church learned.

2. Unites the church because all small groups are hearing the
same message. Small groups are less likely to become detached
and divisive this way.

3. Allows congregants to explore and apply sermon lessons in
a more intimate, ask-assertive, localized way.

Church leaders who want to locate sermon lessons as a unifying
and local element of small groups must undertake the following
four elements:

1. Preachers must write questions for group discussion at the
same time they write their sermon, providing copies to the small
group supervisors.

2. Small group supervisors must oversee the distribution (usually
electronically) of the questions to all small group leaders. 

3. Depending on what the topic of the sermon is, the person
in charge of moderating the discussion of the questions can be
either the small group’s UP, IN, or OUT leader.

4. The supervisors use the sermon topic and questions as
starting places to maintain dialogue and mentor small group
leaders.
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“But,” you may ask, “what if some of our small groups such
as boards, sport teams, and music groups do not have a teaching
time? How can they locate the sermon in the center of their
small group?” The key is for every small group, regardless of
function, to be required to have a discussion or teaching time
with questions. This location of the sermon message at the core
of all small groups can expand the unity and biblical focus of a
church.

CONCLUSION 
Getting small is critical today. And though there has been a

lot written about small groups, because many programs do not
have the S.M.A.L.L. elements, they can be inadequate. Follow
the S.M.A.L.L. approach, where the 2 for the common church
is to grow S.M.A.L.L. with the following structure:

• S: Survey your small groups.
• M: Missionalize all small groups.
• A: Add more small groups.
• L: Lead small groups.
• L: Locate your focus in small groups.

2
S

M A

L

L
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QUESTIONS FOR GROUP AND PERSONAL REFLECTION

S = SURVEY YOUR SMALL GROUPS
Question 1: In which categories (of figure 4.2) do you feel

your church should have more small groups and how many? 
Prior to answering this question, fill out figure 4.2. Discuss

your response with others.

M = MISSIONALIZE ALL SMALL GROUPS
Question 2: How many of your small groups are unbalanced

between UP-IN-OUT ministry?
Prior to answering this question, use figure 4.4 to evaluate all

small groups in which you participate or to which you give over-
sight. Then rank them with those at the top being more balanced
and those at the bottom with less balance between UP-IN-OUT
ministry. Answer the following questions:

• Which groups are the most balanced? What can other
groups learn from them?

• Which groups are the most important to the effective
running of the church’s organizational structure? How
balanced or unbalanced are they?

• What will you do over the next ninety days to correct the
issues identified in question 2 above?

A = ADD MORE SMALL GROUPS
Question 3: According to figure 4.6, what groups should you

add, and how will you do it?
Meet with other leaders to pool your answers from figure 4.6.

Then undertake the following:
1. Total the middle column (the potential sizes of all additional

small groups).
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2. Add this increase to the total number of attendees in small
groups from figure 4.2.

3. Compare this new small group attendance number with the
number of attendees you need to add to move to the next level of
small groups (for example, from an ailing church to a marginal
church, or from a marginal church to a healthy church).

4. Distribute this list to department heads and leaders who
might be potential small group leaders or supervisors. It is
important that you do not have any small groups that do not have
some sort of oversight. This is necessary to promote unity, lead-
ership development, and discipleship of the small group leaders.

5. Agree with the person who will lead or supervise each
group what progress will be made toward starting the group over
the next ninety days.

6. Plan a date to check back in ninety days on progress.
7. Redraft figure 4.6 as needed, tracking small groups that are

successfully launched.

L = LEAD SMALL GROUPS
Question 4: Does your church emphasize UP-IN-OUT in

every small group, and do you have supervisors over all small
groups? If not, what will you suggest be done?

Chart or graph the small group network you perceive in the
church. Share your charts with other leaders, gaining their input
and creating an agreed-upon master chart. Note deficiencies, gaps,
and where supervisors are needed. Also note if these groups are
incorporating an agenda that includes reflection on UP-IN-OUT
elements. Discuss how this can be addressed.

L = LOCATE YOUR FOCUS IN SMALL GROUPS
Question 4: Pick the most pressing questions from the following

to address:
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• Are small groups an integral part of your church’s mission,
vision, and personality statements? Why or why not? What
do you suggest be done?

• Are small groups effectively connecting newcomers to your
church? Why or why not? What do you suggest be done?

• Are sermon teachings an integral part of your small groups?
Why or why not? What do you suggest be done?

Locating the focus of a church’s vision, newcomer connec-
tions, and teaching in small groups is a characteristic of healthy
and growing churches.17 Discuss where your church is deficient
in these areas, and describe concrete plans you will undertake to
address this and evaluate progress.
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